Equip your teams for seamless collaboration and project success

MindManager for Microsoft Teams integrates the visual working power of MindManager with the robust communication capabilities of Microsoft Teams. It helps users more effectively and productively collaborate, share, and organize business critical information.

“We use MindManager for large scale projects to create a “40,000 foot” view to easily see what’s going on. From there we can navigate to a subproject to discuss or get a visual of what needs to happen.”
– Jason Everett, OCI Beaumont
Read full review

Go from concept to execution in a single MindManager file and within Microsoft Teams channels

Transform scattered information into actionable plans

MindManager for Microsoft Teams allows individuals and teams to quickly and intuitively transform scattered ideas and data into dynamic visual mind maps, flowcharts, timelines, and other diagrams to:

· Plan and manage projects
· Define processes
· Think strategically
· Make decisions
· Compile research
· Brainstorm
· And more!

Create maps in moments

New MindManager maps & diagrams can be created with just a few clicks via the embedded editor. Teams group members can facilitate dynamic planning, brainstorming, whiteboarding, and more without ever leaving the app.
**Co-edit effortlessly**

Co-editing is auto-enabled whenever two or more Teams group members open the same map. Spark instant engagement, develop concepts and plans together in real time, and move projects forward.

**Keep tasks and projects in view**

Each MindManager tab has its own discussion thread to enable ongoing conversations and maintain transparency. Create MindManager tabs inside Teams channels to help others easily find your files and support alignment across the organization.

**Visualize your team’s path to success**

- Ignite thinking and inspire action with a library of built-in map templates
- Communicate instantly with designs, icons & images
- Create centralized information hubs with links and attachments
- Drive clarity and consensus with industry-standard objects & smart shapes
- Share content with anyone, anywhere via online exporting & publishing
- Showcase your work to any audience with Presentation View
- Access and impact maps from anywhere with MindManager Go and MindManager Snap
- And much more!

**Technical requirements**

MindManager for Microsoft Teams works on any platform or web browser supported by Microsoft Teams. Learn more about hardware requirements for Microsoft Teams here: [https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/hardware-requirements-for-the-teams-app](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/hardware-requirements-for-the-teams-app)
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Try MindManager free for 30 days. Visit www.mindmanager.com
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